
Roof Tiling:

Available in:

The Rustique tile has a strong regional identity and traditional
aesthetic appeal, making it the ideal solution for authentic roofs
and graceful houses. It brings the final touch of elegance thanks
to its warm and finely-shaded colours. Made in Normandy, the
Rustique is a genuine old-style tile whose varied tones add that
note of warmth that makes roofs attractive. With a gentle cross-
camber, a Rustique roof emanates subtle textures and character.

Advantages:

Finely sandblasted appearance which gives it an
identity which further adds to its aesthetic
qualities
Light and robust thanks to the quality of its clays
Guaranteed geometry for controlled installation 
Complete range of accessories for a perfect finish

Certification & Testing: 

All tiles and accessories in the Terreal product range are
subject to a Declaration of Performance
(www.terreal.com/fr/marquage-ce). They meet the
durability requirements of all countries within the European
Economic Area.

Purple Plain, Normandy Sandfaced, New Forest,

Burgundy Sandfaced, Dark Antique

Overall dimensions (cm)

Number of tiles per m2 Unit

 Unit Weight (kg) 

Coverage (cm) 

Roofing battens (m2)

Number of tiles per pallet

Minimum roof pitch

Guarantee 

 01787 237057 sales@lifestiles.co.uk lifestiles.co.uk

Terreal Rustique - New Forest 

ETHICALLY SOURCED EXPERTLY CRAFTED BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED TRUSTED EXPERTS

Warranty Details: 

TERREAL offers a 30-year frost warranty on all tiles and accessories in

France, starting from the delivery date. This warranty does not affect

your legal rights under the Civil Code (Articles 1641 and following).

To be eligible for warranty claims, the following conditions must be

met:

Products must be installed according to DTU, technical opinions,1.

          and TERREAL documentation.

    2. Adhere to the specified usage and maintenance conditions.

    3. Ensure the use of TERREAL products for both tiles and accessories.

Please report any issues promptly. We can provide a warranty

certificate upon request. All TERREAL tiles meet NF EN 1304 Class 1

waterproofing standards and have Level 1 frost resistance (150 cycles)

under NF EN 539-2.
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